
FROM LEFT This home in  
Bhilwara, Rajasthan designed by 
Space Studio revels in sober shades 
of wood; The leisure area frames 
visuals of colours and surface 
finishes; Abhishek Tater, Arpit Jain 
and Vivek Rathi FACING PAGE 
FROM TOP A creative corner for 
design savants unveils a smart 
assembly of furniture, accent walls 
and textures; Statement lights, 
modern design and radiant finishes 
create an opulent mood; Marbles, 
metallics and uses of wood coalesce 
in this urbane residence

S P E C I A L  F E AT U R E

Juggling with two different tastes while designing a 
home is a challenge in itself. But one cannot overlook 
the fact that challenges bring out the best in you. And 

this philosophy holds true to the latest residential feat by 
Space Studio — a 5,400 sq ft space in Bhilwara, Rajasthan, 
now home to a modern industrial family. A work by the trio 
Abhishek Tater, Arpit Jain and Vivek Rathi, the den resonates 
a fusion of vibrance and contrasts, fit with pristine hues 
and finishes by ICA Italian Wood Finishes. The eyes witness 
cleverly arranged decor elements that effortlessly meld with 
the gleaming canvas of floors, walls and accent lighting, a 
reflection of the family’s refined outlook. Geometry and clean 
lines follow suit, with functionality and art in equal focus. The 
interiors depict a sense of comfort and warmth with visual 
marvels from the naturescape. 

Continuing the thread of the design ethos where good 
taste shows, this den basks in a palette of greys, transitioning 
from contemporary to modern. The space is brought to life 
with an Italian marble flooring and furniture made of teakwood 
and brass. Reflecting the designers’ discernment, the space 
is enhanced with hints of ICA Italian Wood Finishes. While 
an interplay of natural woods, exotic marble and metallics 
swathes the primary bedroom, another jewel are the paintings 
possessed by the family for generations, fused in a way that 
matches the colour scheme and the design vocabulary of the 
entire home.  Website: https://www.icapidilite.com/ 

OF PRISTINE ABODES
Contemporary and personal, this home with superlative touches, 

designed by Space Studio is a lesson in mastering details


